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During this module, we are going to do a little bit of review on what is advanced work packaging. Now this is kind of standard within any of the two hundred series, so we will breeze by that fairly quickly. But then we will get into the AWP coordinator job description. We will talk about what it is that person should be doing. And then the AWP timeline associated to that individual. Every 200 series has a timeline associated with it, but it's very specific to that role and position. We have to speak to the timeline from the position of a specific individual, in their job description and responsibilities. Then we get specifically into the responsibilities of the AWP CoordinatorThen, Of Course, It will be exam time.



Lesson #1

What is Advanced Work Packaging?
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Welcome to the AWP University,This is the AWP Coordinator, Module AWP 201
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What is AWP? 

Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope 
into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve 
improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and 
lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to 
optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's look at what the actual definition of advanced work packaging or AWP, It is a project framework to divide project scope into manageable portions of work for planning and execution in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and lean construction methodologies empowered through automation technology to optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle. If you look at the top left of this slide, you see is the modified surfboard graphic this is famous from CII. This graphic shows from front end planning through to operations and maintenance, how AWP is incorporated throughout the project lifecycle. It's important to understand that AWP is part of the entire project lifecycle not just the package building for execution, but right from start-to-end, we need to be thinking about what our information management is going to be and how we're going to transfer information from the engineering group all the way through to the individuals in the field with the tools in their hands.  AWP is really a tracking of all this, and a framework for getting information out to the field.
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Advanced is Earlier in the Project 

What is AWP? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Package development begins in the conceptual stages of a project with the formation of Construction Work Areas or CWAs which break the project into larger, logically grouped geographical boundaries. These CWAs are then divided into more discrete Construction Work Packages or CWPs during the project definition phase. CWP development begins during the Project Definition phase of execution. CWPs continue development and through detail design where they take into consideration Turnover Package development and usually align to specific Discipline scopes of work. Prior to and then during construction, each CWP is divided into Installation Work Packages which represent how work they will be executed on site by Foremen and their personnel. This diagram is an excellent representation of the package development process for projects and clearly depicts how advanced package development is when using AWP on a project. 
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Advancing the Industry Best Practice

What is AWP? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWP was developed, documented and published as a joint effort between the Construction Industry Institute (CII) and the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA, pronounced ‘Koa’). The seminal documents were published by CII as RT272. It is important to note that AWP was developed with the concept of advancing the best practice “baked in”. In other words, it is not meant to be a stagnant, academic collection of documents. The practice of AWP is continually advanced by practitioners who bring their experience in executing back to CII, COAA and other industry bodies to enhance the practice by modifying or augmenting existing documentation to reflect changes in the industry, -  or to simply correct things that may not work as planned in the documented practice. . 
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AWP 
Maturity

Advancing Your Work Packaging Capability

What is AWP? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWP was founded on the concepts of continual improvement with a simple model of Plan, Do, Check and Act. The graphic depicted here is a great example of the simple concept for continuous improvement where the challenge is depicted as an incline. We start with an implemented standard, in this case AWP. We plan using the standard, we do – i.e., execute the plan, check the results and then take any necessary action to correct the standard – thus advancing our practice.  
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What’s New in 
AWP?

How does my 
role change?

What do I 
need to know? 

♦ Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a structured approach to improving project execution through coordinated 
development of well-defined, constraint-free Engineering, Procurement and Construction Work Packages that are aligned 
with the agreed to path of construction. 

♦ Learn more about this industry best practice being adopted on capital projects. When applied across the lifecycle of a 
project the benefits of AWP can include; improved productivity, improved safety, reduced rework, and increased project 
alignment. 

♦ AWP Coordinator needs to Know:

• How to improve alignment of Engineering & Procurement with Construction and Commissioning

• How to do effective Interactive Planning & CWP Readiness Reviews to prevent ramping up of field crews too early

• How to heighten visibility of project execution through 3D, color coded status views

• Understand the lifecycle of AWP & including EWPs, PWPs and CWPs

• How to incorporate the leading indicators of AWP success to know that the doing is getting done

♦ Utilizing AWP on your project:  

• Project team member responsible for the coordination of AWP Implementation.  Ensures the readiness of EWPs, 
PWPs, CWPs and others for release with the support of Project Controls.  Facilitates CWP Readiness Review 
meetings.  This role may or may not follow the project to the field as the WFP Manager to coordinate the 
development and utilization of the IWPs through the Construction phase. 

• AWP provides early insight into constraints to the Path of Construction.  It also increases performance and 
delivery predictability through alignment to construction dates back through the project schedule to Engineering 
and Procurement activities throughout the project lifecycle, seeing the status and alignment of EWPs and PWPs.

What is AWP? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What's new in AWP, for the AWP coordinator?When we start to look at it, there's a few things that are very different, for an AWP coordinator, then you may have seen for typical other construction managers in past, to summarize, before we get going into the whole thing, what an AWP coordinator really is, they are an individual that is there to identify, clear, and make things much easier for the rest of the AWP Department. They are somebody that does exactly what their job description says, they are the coordinator of all thing's AWP, to ensure that all of the different departments are tied into each other for the purposes of delivering a functional AWP Department. so what is new for an AWP coordinator?It is a structured approach to AWP that's a little bit different than what you may have experienced around these methods in the past, because it's really, As I mentioned, a coordinator who is synchronizing the efforts of multiple departments, not just their own Department, to satisfy the learnings and the movement of that particular AWP Department moving forward. In some organizations, the AWP coordinator may actually operate across multiple projects, depending on the project structure and the company that they're working for. What do I need to know as an AWP coordinator? How to improve alignment of engineering procurement with construction and commissioning?Basically, as an AWP coordinator. It's extremely important to have a working knowledge of basic engineering methodologies, basic procurement methodologies, and understand how that ties into construction and commissioning. The AWP coordinator, doesn't have to be an expert in each of those areas, but they have to be able to drive forward change in all of the different departments, to align them all for the purpose of AWP!What does the AWP Coordinator Need to know?The Coordinator needs to be well educated in how to do run interactive planning sessions, and CWP readiness reviews. Module AWP302 takes the student in detail through the art of interactive planning facilitation and the goal of such sessions.The Coordinator must also be very efficient at conducting CWP readiness reviews, Module  AWP309 give detail to the requirements of the CWP release reviews. These two sessions are the main tools for driving alignment between the multiple different departments,  It's basically the skills required for getting everybody in the same room in the same place and moving forward in the same direction for interactively planning the project for the benefit of all.how to heighten visibility of project execution through 3D color coded status views? So it's important that, the AWP coordinator, also understands how to use technology. They are often responsible for guiding the technology implementations within the AWP environment. It is their responsibility to drive forward how the Technology is implemented. One of the things that's directly mentioned here is color coded status reviews. So What is a color-coded status review? It is the ability to go into the 3D model, Color code that 3D model based on the status of a specific Information. An example of that would be Material management, taking the materials, the results of what materials are available. Color coding the model based on those available materials so that you could see how that possibly affects your plan.There are multiple different types of status visualization, from multiple different types of information depending on what data you have. A color-coded status visualization is exactly that colors within the 3D model representing some type of points of data Such as.What materials are availablewhen will those materials be availablewhat is the progress of installationwhat is the progress of engineeringand so on.All of these types of data, need to be effectivity represented, in a graphical format for easy consumption by Project participants. While the coordinator, will not set these up them selves, it is the responsibility of the coordinator, to ensure the data is available to develop these graphical representations of that data.Next, Understanding the life cycle of AWP and including EWPs, PWPs, CWPs and IWPs as well as other packages designed to complete the work cycles such as Test Packages or Mechanical completion packages. It is extremely important that the AWP coordinator, have a very grounded, robust knowledge, of what AWP actually entails, and what it requires to be successful. A lot of that is going to include, of course, the lifecycles of the different packages and the acronyms that are mentioned here EWPs which are engineering work packages, PWPs which are procurement work packages. Some people in different organizations refer to PWPs, as a procurement work process, rather than "packages". This is because the PWP is typically procurement identification by means of attribution, meaning the procurement items are attributed to identify what work packages the materials belong to, a way to collate data if you will.Identifying what materials go to what package, more about that in Module AWP305 and AWP210.Then of course, the CWPs the Coordinator needs to be very knowledgeable on all things CWP! Which is of course construction work packages. It is important that the coordinator have a complete working knowledge of each of Work packages and be able to drive forward the use of each Package appropriately.  The Coordinators job is to ensure that AWP practitioners have all the information required, have all the people required, have all the resources and have the integration with other departments, all this knowledge and and coordination is required to drive forward the smooth operation, of the lifecycle, of these different packages.And the next bullet,How to incorporate the leading indicators of AWP success, to know that what you are supposed to be doing is getting done. What that means, is how to incorporate metrics, to understand what is actually happening, and whether the program is being successful. There are several different types of reports that we're going to go through together during your time in the AWPU LMS. A lot of those different reports are the different types of metrics that we're going to record,  in order to be able to track the success of a Department. an example of this is, are the IWPs created?What IWPs have been created?have constraints been cleared against those IWPs? Are they ready for execution? Do we have enough backlog of those IWPs that have been created? Do we have enough crew to support the development and the distribution of those IWPs? There's multiple different types of basic levels of metrics that need to be monitored and need to be fully understood by the AWP coordinator.They often are the personnel, that answer to the results of those metrics, they are held accountable, for ensuring success and productive delivery of the AWP Program.If the project, is being very successful, in its AWP implementation, the AWP coordinator, is often the one that gets the praise for that. If the project AWP implementation is going very poorly, you may find that you're looking for a new AWP coordinator!let's jump into the next section.How does this role change? What is my role as an AWP coordinator??A few things that drive that forward and identify these requirements. They are responsible for being the integration point, amongst multiple different teams. So project team members are required to work closely with the AWP Coordinator .Ensure the readiness of the EWPs and the PWPs and all the others to release and support project productivity. The AWP Coordinator is responsible for facilitating the CWP readiness review meetings,these are the meetings when CWP's are being reviewed. the AWP coordinator is the master of ceremonies, if you will, for each of those readiness reviews.Often this role starts in the company home office, and they may follow the project to the field, to continue ensuring that the project implementation of AWP is continually streamlined. They may often, convert to a workface planning manager, to coordinate the development and utilization of the AWP, through the construction Phase. So depending, on the structure of an organization, if there's multiple projects that are ongoing within a single organization, you may see that AWP coordinator working across multiple different projects. If an organization only has a single AWP project that's underway that particular AWP coordinator Is working for. You may see that they go to site, and become the workface planning manager.So being that AWP, provides early insight and constraints identification, within the path of construction, It is often the role of the AWP coordinator, to ensure that the path of construction, updates and changes, and any revisions to the path of construction. They will ensure that the package creation is well documented, and controlled throughout the project lifecycle, they will continue to work whether they've moved to a workface planning position, or remaining as the AWP coordinator they will continue to be responsible for the life cycles of the IWPs, the EWPs and the PWPs. They will ensure that The execution of such packages, as well as the creation of them is timely according to the project Master schedule. So that is the basic overview of the AWP coordinator position,Now lets take a look at the the position from a level of action and higher detail.
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Let's look at this from the point of view of a flow chart, and start detailing the tasks, required of the AWP Coordinator. Remember, we said multiple times, that managing the packages, managing what’s actually occurring, Is the requirement of the AWP coordinator. What they're doing, is working with the multiple different groups. When we start talking about path of construction development, The AWP Coordinator, is responsible for driving that forward, and the output from the POC meetings, or multiple path of construction sessions.The CWA creation, then the breaking down of those CWAs into CWPs and through to further packages through these interactive planning sessions, You can learn more about the Path of Construction development in AWP303. The AWP master index tool, it's basically a detailed spreadsheet, a tracking document, for anything work package. What that means is all the CWA’s. All the CWPs,and then the IWPs that are associated to the CWPs, they are all tracked within that master index. This document, the spreadsheet that has all of those work packages and the  relationships between them it is called the AWP Master Index.That AWP Master index, is where a lot of collaboration starts. It is used for delivering tracking, of what's happening with the packages, so the AWP coordinator will pull the index from Project Portal Workspace, and they work with the AWP Master Index on a regular basis.------------They track and continue to work with it to ensure that it represents and is used to develop project schedules. The AWP coordinator filters, uploads, and processes data, so they're continuing to make sure that that master index makes sense and that the proper supply of information is getting sent to the required people.The AWP coordinator performs validation checks on that information. They're going to monitor it, and make sure that's up to date. That the plan in the Mater index It's being used as a guide, and that it is being used as a guide for identifying the requirements of the work packages, all the way down to the recording of what drawings are in what packages. As the master index starts to mature, we will also start to see that push out into Constraint management, and constraint management documentation.It also is used to govern attribution in the virtual construction model and construction reports.So if there's any issues within the virtual construction model or VCM as written here, the master index is used to identify relationships. Now, right in the middle of the diagram error checking is a big part of this whole workflow, AWP issues are addressed, and error warnings, are feedback and sent to the AWP champion and responsible constraint owners. ------------The AWP coordinator is,editing the data, verifying the data, validating the data, ensuring that the VCM, the virtual construction model is maintained and up-to-date.They are facilitating reviews, and any issues that may arise with it, they are responsible for assisting in clearing the way and driving forward a functional AWP program. In essence, the AWP coordinator is really, Mr. Fix it or the person who's responsible, for ensuring, that all issues are relieved, so that the project can move forward efficiently.------------They will establish the Workface planning toolkit, and confirm interfaces are in place. What the Workface planning Toolkit refers to is the information on how the AWP program should be implemented, complete with procedures, job aids, play books and industry literature. The virtual construction model, is configured to support the IWPs,The AWP coordinator is responsible for driving forward these activities. Such things as the construction readiness assessment. You can learn more about the Construction Reediness assessments in module AWP309.Do we have the information for CWPs, and the actual execution of work in the field, is construction ready, with more than just that information, Actually ready to execute in the field. This is also part of premobilization checks.A premobilization check is a process of reviewing and ensuring that: there's enough information to proceed to site.There is enough room at site. The contractor has the materials required to start executing.The Support trades are in place.EtceteraWe could go on. and on. about premobilization checks. There's actually a really good implementation resource that's been written on Early Mobilization, the resource is RT253 from CII, which talks all about construction readiness checks and ensuring that we don't get too early of mobilization and the hazards and problems associated with mobilizing to early.---------Without getting too deep into mobilization requirements, it is the role of the AWP coordinator, to ensure that during construction readiness assessments, they are there, to ensure that  assist with the identification of everything needed for mobilization. We have enough information, for those individuals, to be successful, if they mobilize to the field. They will assist in defining, specific CWPs containing drawings and data, and assist in the assembly of CWPs into contract release, and issuance of construction labor contracts. So they will assist in the development of the CWP's and the distribution thereof. As well as support the onboarding, and orientation, of the construction labor contract.In any project environment, there's always an on boarding procedure. There's always information such as safety requirements and site condition reports. There's site orientation training.It is the position of the AWP coordinator, to ensure that during those indoctrination, or the orientation sessions, as people come on to site, that they actually work with those individuals, that are new, to ensure that the information is there.They may not do the actual training, but they are supporting and ensuring that the trainers, that do bring in new people, and train them, have the AWP orientation information required. They make sure they are empowered to teach new recruits in onboarding about how AWP and Workface planning works on that particular site. --------That's a basic outline of a lot of the field requirements of what the AWP coordinator does. So that was a lot, let’s revisit it and simplify the basis of what we're saying here.It is across the top. the responsibility of the CWP coordinator to ensure data flow is accurate, to ensure that data is being processed to satisfy the AWP requirements, that data is getting into the virtual construction model, to be Digested and used for multiple different sources. They get feedback on any input on what that data and the site situation looks like, to make sure that everything is going in the right direction, and will help mitigate any problems that occur during that. they're also responsible for assisting the subcontractors and contractors.In both the 3D models ensuring that they have adequate information before they get the site. Discipline specific CWP's are created in place and complete for them to execute against, and that they're supporting the onboarding of those. So as a result, they're kind of the central organizer for everything AWP on site, to ensure that the project moves forward Efficiently, and effectively, to ensure that, the owner is getting substantial ROI through the AWP implementations, the AWP coordinator is a pivotal player in a successful project environment.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right now it's time, to take the first quiz!In order to take the quiz, click next below, Good luck



Lesson #2

AWP Coordinator Job Description

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, so let's jump into lesson 2.And we will look at the AWP coordinators Job description. 
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AWP Coordinator Job Description

The AWP Coordinator will be responsible for managing the AWP program, including influencing 
early project setup and guiding engineering and project control systems. 

The AWP Coordinator works directly with the project team to drive the efficient implementation, 
monitoring and mentoring of the AWP program on a construction project or at a corporate 
programmatic level. 

The AWP Coordinator will be often located at the project home office and follow the project to 
the field. Work may also include a home office (telecommuting) as well as extended time on site.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is physical job description and we'll read through here real quick. This is the typical type job description that you may have looking for this type position, or when you're justifying moving somebody to An AWP coordinator position on site. Maybe one of you is going to be identified as a new AWP coordinator for your organization moving forward.This job description kind of gives the basis of what the responsibilities and duties of that would be. So the AWP coordinator will be responsible for managing the AWP program, including influencing early project setup and guiding engineering and project control systems. So that first sentence there is really referring to the top Line on the diagram that we just we just review. That managing of information and ensuring that it's being handled Productively. The AWP coordinator works directly with the project team to drive the efficient implementation, monitoring and mentoring of the AWP program on the construction project or at a corporate programmatic level.So that's now when we start to go to the bottom of that workflow diagram that we were just looking at, that they are there to assist project teams, that they're there to ensure that they drive forward efficient implementation of the different systems as well as monitoring the information for The development of the AWP program at a corporate level. So there are higher level individual, but they're driving forward the implementation that lower level on the drawing that we were just reviewing down here.The AWP coordinator will be often located at the Project Home Office and follow the project to the field. Now we discussed that we talked about that AWP coordinator starting early in the office. They are really responsible rate from FPL one or earlier for ensuring development of AWP Is functional for the project and they drive it forward. We also mentioned earlier that they will follow the project to the field now that will happen in a situation where maybe there's one main project that that coordinator is working for. As I mentioned before in a large corporate organization, there might be multiple projects ongoing. At that point, the AWP coordinator would be responsible for appointing A subordinate to themselves to take that project to the field, as possibly the AWP manager or the Workface planning manager for that particular project. If they don't do it themselves based on the quantity of projects that they need to work with. Work may also include a Home Office telecommuting as well as extended time on site. So what this is really saying is often it's not necessary that the AWP coordinator goes from site to site. They may actually be in a remote type situation, which you know in this world today. That's one of the reasons why that cited that that AWP coordinator may be responsible for virtually coordinating multiple projects from a home or central location.
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AWP Coordinator Job Description

The AWP Coordinator job responsibilities: 
• Provide strategic consulting and implementation advise to project team

• Ensure engineering deliverables and data align with AWP program requirements

• Align engineering, procurement and construction stakeholders to implement and facilitate their company specific AWP 
programs

• Drive efficient implementation of AWP Programs through any stage of a project’s lifecycle

• Monitor and assess a projects progress in their AWP program

• Coaching and mentoring AWP team members

• Create, or oversee the creation of, digital materials including AWP playbooks, guidelines, Work Packages

• Coordinate with contractors and internal project teams to ensure planning process is well executed and deliverables are 
produced in a timely manner

• Support creation of weekly and short-range lookahead planning materials for projects

• Training in AWP techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the basic responsibilities for the AWP coordinator Or to provide strategic consulting and implementation advice to project teams. So they're there as an advisor. The AWP coordinator is supposed to be AWP SME, meaning there to be a subject matter expert. In all things AWP. So any questions that arise, then strategic consulting for AWP requirements that AWP coordinators is responsible for. Ensuring engineering deliverables and data align with AWP program requirements. That's that VCM aspect within the flow chart that we were talking about earlier. It's important that the AWP coordinator ensures the validity of project data. Now, they may not be a master of data structures, databases and it type personnel they may have. They may be working with those people to help to validate the data and ensure that the data is sufficient for supporting the AWP program. Now at that point, when it comes to data, the AWP coordinator may also be required to inform aspects of the contract and the requirements for data with multiple subcontractors and what they support. So the AWP coordinator may be responsible for chasing the supply of information From the vendors supporting that particular project as well.So drive efficient implementation of AWP programs through any stage of the projects lifecycle. So again, the AWP coordinator is that subject matter expert that's responsible for influencing the AWP program and ensuring that it's successful throughout all stages Of the project's lifecycle. Monitor and assess a project's progress in their AWP program. So in any good management, it's one thing to drive forward and implement, but you also have to monitor and continue to evolve the progress on the systems that you're assisting in implementing, as at AWP coordinator. Coaching and mentoring. AWP team members. As you bring on the contractors as it goes to the field as new hires are coming in, it's going to be the responsibility of the AWP coordinator to (A) do the training themselves or (B) ensure that there is a training program in place for such on boarding and mentoring of the AWP team members for our project. Ensuring that the team actually has access to AWP directives and information. So they will create or oversee the creation of digital materials, including AWP playbooks. We kind of talked about that earlier and AWP playbook is really a small of procedure and so it's an aspect of a procedure that needs to be carried out to ensure successful implementation. Guidelines are basic set of, thou shalt like commandments based on how AWP is to be implemented. And then of course the work packages themselves. And ensuring that the work packages are complete and that the templates are in place and that the types and validity of the work packages is sufficient to support a productive and successful project.There to coordinate with contractors and internal project teams to ensure planning process is well executed and deliverables are produced in a timely manner. So that AWP coordinator is responsible for ensuring that the productivity of the team is successful and that items that are required to be delivered and developed within the organization or actually being done, that goes to that metrics that we were talking about earlier that left side of the diagram that we covered to ensure that tracking, supporting, reporting and progressing are being done. Support creation of weekly short range look ahead planning materials for projects. They need to ensure that the look ahead planning is occurring. So that just like they're tracking metrics, they're also tracking leading indicators and they're tracking information that's coming in for tracking trends and identifying what lookaheads are in place for the projects to ensure that they are successful in that they actually make sense and that the look ahead are tide to the Level 3 project master schedule. Training in AWP techniques. Again, that's a mentoring and coaching type position where that AWP coordinator should be really the coach for all things AWP. Within a project environment, they will be responsible for training people in AWP or at the very least, engaging the individuals in a training program such as the AWP University that you're involved with now. That's a lot, but that's the basic job descriptions of the AWP coordinator. The AWP coordinator is a very central key position for ensuring the success of the AWP program. The AWP coordinator will work hand in hand with the AWP champion. And is not to be confused with the AWP champion, because an AWP champion is more of a position of an executive that is responsible for ensuring that the program and those that are going to be executing AWP have the funding and the drive to move forward. So they are enablers of the AWP coordinators that actually do the scoping sequencing and mentoring of the AWP program for each of the projects.
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So where does that person set as I just mentioned, they report and work under the AWP champion. That may be a direct report, or it may be a dotted line report. Depending on the type of organization, whether it's a functional or direct matrices that your organization is working under. That AWP coordinator is directly linked to the AWP Information manager. As I mentioned earlier previously, we said that the AWP coordinator is responsible for the quality of AWP information and data, but they may not be a database expert in their own right, which means that they have to be tide directly to or work directly with an AWP information manager, who is that database expert and professional in charge of AWP data. The AWP coordinator will guide and use that person to ensure the quality of those information’s. Workface planning coordinators are, of course, the field level people that are required to work closely with the field and those that are actually executing the IWPs, they're there to mentor those particular individuals. The AWP technicians are the assistance to those workface planning coordinators, and then of course directly working in this situation with the contractors that are actually building the packages. So based on our question that came up earlier today, this is the type of the org chart that you would see in that position where the owner has the AWP Department scoped setup and the people to support the AWP implementation where they were billed CWP's, they will build those CWAs, but the CWPs are then handed over to the workface planning contractor that then creates the actual IWPs from that. Those workface planning coordinators within the organization will work directly with them to ensure the quality of the IWPs from the subcontractor or sufficient, and that they're both being created in a timely fashion and then reported on based on success or failure of the actual AWPs themselves.Maintaining close out matrices. Ensuring that IWP's are actually managed through the life cycle of an IWP which we will cover in detail and that the contract work face planners are creating enough of a backlog as well as executable IWPs. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right now it's time for the first quiz of this module. in order to take the quiz exit this video, then from your account dashboard click on quiz number one.



Lesson #3

AWP Timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that's the basis of the job description for an AWP coordinator, but let's look at that AWP coordinator and how they align with the timeline and the responsibilities associated with them through time. 
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Now you're going to see this AWP timeline show up multiple times through the slides and the training that we're going to go through for the next couple days, we're going to always tie back to this timeline.So that you can see where we are in the phasing of a project for what is occurring and what we're talking about
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So let's look at deliverables associated to the AWP coordinator and where that really starts throughout time, we discussed it in a flow chart, we discussed it in a job description thus far. Now let's look at it in portion of time and how it is tide to the project lifecycle and the project timeline itself. So early on that AWP coordinator is responsible for all project data procedures issued and approved. Remember, they're kind of the guide there, the mentor they are the instructor, the subject matter expert for AWP in the field. So it is their responsibility to ensure that the AWP procedures are issued in approved that may be in the form of playbooks. It may be in the form of a standard procedural document, however, you have decided to capture that information that is the responsibility of the AWP coordinator to deliver that in this time period of course, before FEL or during FEL 3 or in stage one, according to CII, which is right towards the end of the conceptual just before we go into detail engineering So before we start getting into detail engineering is the key here. We need the procedures for a specific project and any nuances to those AWP procedures. Locked up and planned and approved and guided by the coordinator prior to detail engineering because the requirements of these procedures and the details outlined within these procedures will be directly relevant to how the detail engineering occurs and how it is done. So how does the procedure and the AWP coordinator affect the detail engineering. They affected via plot plan with CWAs interactive planning session start. If we look at this, remember we talked about earlier, the AWP coordinator is responsible for facilitating the interactive planning sessions. Well, one of the exports and the byproducts of the interactive planning sessions is of course First off early in the project and early detail both towards the end of stage one and then the beginning of Stage 2 is the plot plan and CWAs marked interactively within that document. So that it's outlined as to what the CWAs are and what their nomenclature is and where they what they look like according to that particular project?As we move forward, EWPs and PWPs established and aligned with the CWPs. So as we get a plan forward for how we're breaking up the engineering, how we're going to be basically doing our initial path of construction through our plot plan at CWAs. Based on that breakdown through those interactive planning sessions, it's also required that the EWPs and PWPs be established and aligned with the CWPs. This we've talked about in those the basis of how that evolves, but what we're doing is that is the responsibility of the AWP coordinator to ensure that those are happening at this position in time. From that and the AWP coordinator's work and assistance through the setup of the procedures, the interactive planning sessions, the identifying of the boundaries and contents of the high level work packages, the schedule baseline is aligned with C&SU and finalized through an AWP audit. So at that point based on all of that, prioritizing and scheduling each of those work packages is the responsibility to at least assist in that process of the AWP coordinator.OK, so now we have a baseline schedule. We've got our CWPs basically scoped and define, we've got a project plan we've been conducting regular interactive sessions. The AWP coordinator is obviously very ingrained in the fabric of the project. Once all that is established.Then it is also the job of the AWP coordinator to ensure that CWP constraint and material status tracking is occurring tide to the CWP, so making sure that the CWP's are actually executable materials based on the schedule are going to be delivered in a timely fashion as a constraint. We've got crews that are going to be coming in. We've got subcontractors in place to execute. It is not the job of the AWP coordinator to hire subcontractors, but it is their job to work directly with them to ensure that these constraints are being met and that they are being removed ensuring that the CWPs can be issued.Then of course, once the CWP's are issued, they are issued to the subcontractor for creation of the IWPs. The job of this AWP coordinator is to ensure that the workface planning is being facilitated, meaning they're not going to build the packages, they're just going to ensure that they mentor and work with the subcontractor to continue to create breakdown those work packages. So we had a question earlier this morning that still fit basically along this line.As far as subcontractors, usually building the IWPs, which is the standard model, right? Workface planning facilitation to ensure that these IWP's are being created that this level is a key attribute key job description of that AWP coordinator.Now through all of that, it is also the AWP's AWP coordinators position, as they're doing all of this heavy lifting and ensuring all of these things are happening to make sure that they're reporting to the AWP Champion. Reporting along this entire process to ensure that things are following the AWP procedures that things are following, the AWP guidelines and that the AWP champion is kept happy and satisfied that the implementations of AWP are going well or if there are problems with the AWP implementations that the AWP champion is engaged to assist in helping to mitigate and remove any issues that may have around. So the AWP coordinator works directly with this individual and obviously reports to them to ensure that all things are cleared in the path of the AWP program development.That's the real basis of the deliverables of the AWP coordinator and their requirements. And the items that they will do.
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Typical Conceptual Phase (FEL-1) deliverables: 

The emphasis of FEL-1 is to determine the basic economic viability of the conceptual project.  Deliverables include: 

• Preliminary Project Schedule 
• Block Flow Diagrams 
• Process Cases Identified 
• Long Lead Equipment Identified
• Strategic Business Assessment and Risks 
• Technology Selection 
• Potential Sites Identified 
• Cost Estimate
• AWP Charter
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Let's jump to the next section, so let's talk about deliverables that are commonly going to come from the AWP coordination at this point a lot of these documents are also deliverables of other groups, and you're going to see them come up in this timeline discussion. But we'll look at them all a little differently and look at them from the point of view of the job description that we're talking about. Remember, we're talking about the AWP coordinator at this point. So when we look at the deliverables, primary project schedule, does the AWP coordinator create that schedule? No, they don't create the schedule, but they heavily influence and ensure that that preliminary project schedule is aligned with the CWAs and CWP's that have been created. It is important that they understand what the WBS structure is and that the AWP coordinator is assisted in the development of the WBS structures so that the Primavera schedule or whatever scheduling tool that they're using is clearly aligned to a work packaging type development, often project schedule templates do not include CWPs and CWAs and that is a very big problem for an AWP implementation, it is the job of the AWP coordinator to ensure that that is in place so that the preliminary schedule and that output facilitates an AWP successful implementation. So where they may not actually create this deliverable of the preliminary project schedule, the AWP coordinator is responsible to ensure that the schedule is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of AWP successfully for the program.Multiple block flow diagrams as we talked about procedures that the AWP coordinator is responsible for an other items such as that, they must be diagrammed. Organizational structures must be diagrammed so from this point of view, the AWP coordinator will be responsible for multiple types of block flow diagrams, but will also be influencing multiple other department's On these, to ensure that these are being created to identify the procedural information during this. Let's look here. Process cases identified. Ensuring that we understand what the process for each of the delivery from the different departments is that AWP coordinators is important for them to be involved in all of that coordination. Long lead equipment is identified. They need to work with procurement to and ensure that the long lead items in general have been identified. They are not responsible for creating the long lead list, but based on long lead items they are responsible as an AWP coordinator to ensure that the program has taking these into account and that their effect on the schedule has been firmly identified and represented within the schedule. Strategic business assessment in rifts. It may be that the AWP coordinator, through their mentorship and training as we've talked about as one of their main assignments, works with the project, especially early on FEL one, pre FPL one for that strategic business assessment. It may be identified that may be (A) AWP is not a good fit for the project or (B) the project self has several risks that are very difficult to overcome, and the AWP coordinator would assist in analyzing those types of things and those types of risks more often than not though, it's identifying and analyzing a project and its validity as to whether it is a good candidate for AWP implementation. Not every project necessarily is a great candidate for an AWP implementation. However, if depending on the level of assessing how strong the AWP implementation will be, or how little the AWP implementation will be, will also be the responsibility of the AWP coordinator. Technology selection data VP coordinator, is responsible for working in this phase for the technology selection to ensure that the technology selected is facilitating the AWP implementations and the AWP coordinator is going to be part of that selection stage.Potential sites identified now when it comes down to identifying where the project is going to be built or identified, that's not typically the AWP coordinators choice. They don't do that type of thing, but they will work with them as a construction expert and SME in AWP to assistant weather that's viable for those types of things. Cost estimates vary often as the AWP coordinator and the AWP program, in general, is responsible for breaking down the cost structures. Breaking down the cost, coding, breaking down the estimates down to that field level. Estimating basis. The AWP coordinator is responsible for interfacing with project controls to affect possible changes in the costing and the estimating based on the detailed delivery of the IWPs and the detailed estimating that's happening at the IWP level, which is more of a real stick engagement to drive that that reality of what items are going to cost back up into the cost estimate itself. Then finally of course, in this early phases, the AWP charter is extremely important to be developed by the AWP coordinator or enforced and continued to be followed by the AWP coordinator for projects or a program at large.
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Typical Feasibility Phase (FEL-2) deliverables: 

The emphasis of FEL-2 is to determine the best technical and economic flow scheme, associated technology, required 
support systems and a plot plan sufficiently detailed to support the development of a cost estimate.   Deliverables include: 

• Updated Strategic Business Assessment 
• Project Schedule Level 1 
• Cost Estimate with AWP budget plan
• Overall Project Execution Strategy with AWP Strategy Section 
• Permitting & Regulatory Compliance Plan 
• Process and Utility Flow Diagrams For Selected Option(s) 
• Preliminary Sized Equipment List and Specifications 
• Process Hazards Analysis Report 
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Alright, FEL two. We'll go through these a little bit quicker. At this point we're starting to talk about updated strategic business assessment. So now that AWP coordinators involved with ensuring that the validity of this project and that it could actually be candidate for AWP implementation and whether it makes sense to spend the time to drive forward the requirement of an AWP implementation. They are very involved in project level one at this point the Level 1 schedule is what we're talking about. So remember Level 1 schedule. That's the overall project, the basic delivery is going to look like before we start breaking it down, and they're going to assist in that. Also as we continue down the road. Cost estimate with AWP budget plan. Overall project execution strategy with AWP strategy selection. So the type and level of AWP implementation falls to the shoulders of the AWP coordinator to assist and develop permitting and regulatory compliance plan.So with that falls to for an AWP coordinator is to ensure that in the AWP plan such things as permanenting and regulatory complies are included into the development of the IWPs and the CWPs so that it can easily be transferred to the field and that what permitting is required and what regulations need to be reviewed during execution are fully in place. When plans are built.Process and utility workflow diagrams. Of course, that's the block diagrams and such that we talked about. They're going to work with the PFDs to understand exactly they're not necessarily going to create the PFD's, but they're going to work with the PFD's to start to break those down and start to identify clear construction sequence, preliminary sized equipment. So they're going to work with and identify what equipment, what sizes and what some of the specifications so that they've got a full understanding of what's going to be sent to the field for planning purposes and then process Hazard analysis report. So they're going to definitely work with hazard analysis reports so that they understand safety implications of packages that are going to be built and ensure that safety regulations are driven forward into the IWPs as they move down so that we understand the regulatory issues and hazards for an item or an execution of an IWP.
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Typical Definition Phase (FEL-3) deliverables: 

The emphasis of FEL-3 is to achieve the best practical level of project definition and a quality project estimate. This level of 
project definition and cost estimate quality are required in order to present to management a candidate project which has 
the right combination of overall risk and projected economic performance, and thereby secure an AFE. Deliverables include:

• Updated Strategic Business Assessment 
• Detailed EPC Phase Project Execution Plan
• AWP Implementation Plan with Budgetary Estimate & Allocation for Support
• AWP Master Index (CWPs, EWPs, PWPS, Planned Contract Releases, etc …)
• Plot plans with Demarked CWAs / CWPs & Critical Equipment Layouts 
• Path of Construction Visualization Flipbook
• Level 3 Schedule with Construction Activities by CWP and Milestone Deliverables for EWPs, PWPs as well 

as the turnover and commissioning SOW
• Conceptually Defined Cost Estimate
• Completed Environment Permit Submittal 
• Training, Commissioning & Startup Plans with Commissioning Systems List Mapped to Related CWPs 
• Finalized Utility Flow Diagrams & Balances 
• P&ID’s - Issue IPL (Issue For Plant Layout) 
• Equipment List & Equipment Datasheets 
• Single-line Electrical Diagrams 
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FEL 3. Just before we get into full detailed engineering. They are responsible for working with multiple different requirements, read off several of these and highlights for what's extremely important through these. So updated strategic business assessment plan, we talked about that they need to continue to update that detailed EPC Phase project execution plans. So we're continuing to evolve the project plans as a coordinator. AWP implementation plan would budgetary estimates now they've selected.What will level of AWP we're going to really drive forward, and what the budgetary estimate associated with that implementation plan is going to be so that we have an idea of what our indirect are basically going to look like for the implementation of AWP for a project. The AWP Master Index, they're going to maintain and continue to drive that forward as far as and actually start to further the dates of contract releases. So where we were talking about before that basis of a subcontractor being enabled for the creation of IWPs we’ll the transfer of the transfer of that information comes from that the AWP Master Index that the coordinator is responsible for.Plot plans with Demarked CWAs and CWPs are going to work with the plot plans and ensure that the work packages for The CWAs and CWP are outlined and marked onto those engineering drawings. It's extremely important to continue to work with engineering to ensure that our boundaries our plans for how we're going to build things are driven forward into that master index, and it driven forward into the plot plants in order to continue to have a presence of the AWP criteria’s within engineering as well. Path of construction visualization flipbook. Basically, what that is is that as a deliverable to identify visually what the interactive planning sessions have done for identifying the path of construction. So this visual guide is the responsibility of the AWP coordinator to either ensure that it is completed. Level 3 schedule. Working with the Level 3 schedule to ensure that it's being driven down to an EWP and CWP level. Conceptual design cost estimate based on the breakdowns that the AWP coordinators is responsible for in breaking down CWP's and down into identifying possible IWPs scopes. Identifying cost estimates based on that as part of their description as well. completed. An environmental permit submittal. They are responsible for ensuring that the planning Department is following. This would fall to another Department to ensure, but what the AWP coordinator is doing is ensuring that it has been done. It's a constraint to the work packages to ensure that that has a curd before they start issuing CWP's and IWPs from the subcontractor. Training commissioning startup plans again. Multiple plans for how the how they're going to continue to interact. Finalized the utility flows, continuing to work with the P&ID. To work with the equipment lists and continuing to work with single line electrical drawings. So those as the lifeblood of the AWP plans are continuing to work with all of those.
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Typical Detailed Engineering deliverables: 

The emphasis of Detailed Engineering is to produce documentation and specifications for Procurement, Fabrication and 
Construction of the physical asset. 

The Deliverables specific for AWP include: 

• EWP Deliverable Plan
• PWP Deliverable Plan 
• EWP & PWP Skyline Reports
• AWP Requirements in Vendor and Fabricator and Sub-Contractors Contracts
• AWP Systems Integration bench-test
• Level 4 Schedule by Refined CWPs
• CWP Release Plan
• 4D / 5D Visualizations 
• First Check Estimate (engineering 30 to 40% complete) +/-10% on to go cost
• Visual and Data-Driven Reports to Support CWP Readiness Reviews
• EWP Deliverables Status Reports
• Materials Feasibility and Exception Reporting by CWP
• Fabrication Status Visualization 
• Contract Release by CWP with the set of associated EWPs Delivered at 100% IFC (Issued for Construction)
• AWP Sub-Contractor Enablement Program 
• AWP Metrics and Leading Indicators Reports
• AWP Metrics and Leading Indicators Reports AWP Risks, Issues and Decisions Log to Support Continual 

Improvement at a Project Level 
• AWP Lessons Learned database 
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Then we move into detail engineering. Of course, they're going to be involved in most of the standard deliverables from engineering. What the EWP deliverable plans are and the PWPS in the EWPS as far as how they're going to deliver EWP PWP Skyline reports. That's basically a report that outlines the production and the availability and the issuance. And the constraint removal of the development of those particular packages. AWP requirements and vendor and Fabricators and subcontractors ensuring that there's enablement and that there is a procedure and contractual requirement for the engagement with those particular groups. AWP Systems integration bench test. Basically, what that means is as we move forward into detail engineering, we now have all of our systems starting to integrate, to transfer information, to support AWP methodologies. We’re going to do some tests initially. To ensure, as an AWP coordinator, that when we start bringing on full staff and contractors start to execute that we have systems in place that will be able to satisfy the requirements and feed those organizations to breakdown packages as required. CWP release plan. It is their responsibility as a coordinator to ensure that the CWP release plan matches up to the Project Master schedule and they are tide together very closely.4D and 5D visualizations that's working with the model, coloring the model, putting time to the model so that you can see how it's going to be built so that those analysis can happen. Estimating continuing to drive forward through the estimating levels to ensure that as they are breaking down data, the estimate is being affected either adversely or positively. Visual and data driven reports. EWP deliverables status reports. Material feasibility reports. Fabrication statuses, and Contract release by CWP. These are all reports and tracking that are required of the AWP coordinator. AWP subcontractor enablement programs. That AWP coordinator has to have red carpet rolled out for the contractors that are going to come in to execute, they have to have the AWP program set up and ready to transfer information that AWP coordinator does not. The subcontractors will build anyways, but they will build based on a plan that is not that of the owner. Through AWP. So that’s  important that the coordinator had, that that in place maintaining the metrics. AWP metrics and leading indicators. Of course, AWP risk issues and decisions logs maintain directive of the coordinator and AWP lessons learned database. Of course, maintaining how we could do things a little better and a little different.
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Typical Construction Execution deliverables for AWP: 

The emphasis of Construction Execution is to Build the Asset, through Fabrication, Site Installation, testing and 
Completions.  

The Deliverables specifically for AWP include: 

• Constraint-Free Installation Work Packages
• IWP Tracking Database for Development, Constraint Management, Installation and Close-Out 
• Workfront Buffer Report, IWP Skyline Reports
• CWA Visualization Flipbooks
• Material Issue Requests by IWPs
• Materials Staged by IWP 
• Progressing IWP Work Steps 
• IWP Close-Out Report
• System Turnover Packages (TOPs)
• RFIs coded to CWPs, IWPs, Systems 
• Reasons for Delay Trending and Troubleshooting Report
• AWP Metrics and Leading Indicators Reports 
• AWP Risks, Issues and Decisions Log to Support Continual Improvement at a Project Level 
• AWP Lessons Learned database
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Then of course we get into execution IWP Development and the actual execution of them. They're going to build. They're going to assist an ensure that constraint free installation packages are being built. They're not going to build these, but they're going to oversee it. The AWP champion will have visibility into the contractor that's completing and building the IWPs. Or, if they're being built in house by the owner, will be tightly wound into that group to identify that they're being tracked, and constraint free. AWP tracking database to ensure what the status of them is?CWA visuals flip books. That's more CWA identification and visuals to identify what direction things need to be going. Material issue requests by IWPs they're going to ensure that the materials Department is working by IWPs and bagging and tagging. Material staged by AWP for those bagging and tagging. They ensure that provide IWP work steps done. IWP closeout report so that they know what the status of the IWPs are. System turnover packages are being created. RFIs coded to CWPs and IWP systems. So we understand what our files are being developed and why they are being developed. And where they're being developed is extremely important as well. Reasons for delay identifying they're going to track that, and they're going to help clear the way when it comes to what's happening here, what we're starting to see is we've got to the end here is that the AWP coordinator is either responsible for creating, is responsible for influencing, or is responsible for controlling nearly every major deliverable for the ability to execute AWP functionally on a project and then also maintaining the metrics of those. Maintaining the risks and logs for them, and then AWP lessons learned based on all of that. So the AWP coordinator, , is either responsible for building is responsible for reviewing or is responsible for controlling most of the project deliverables to satisfy and facilitate construction requirements.Alright, so that was a lot to get through. Hope it didn't lose everyone but the AWP coordinator is a key individual and one of the reasons why we focus on them within this environment is to drive forward that level of understanding of that key individual, and them ensuring that items from the inception of a project through to creation and an identification of turnover systems is happening and that they're managing those deliverables throughout that life cycle.
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All right now it's time for the first quiz of this module. in order to take the quiz exit this video, then from your account dashboard click on quiz number one.
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Alright, so let's jump into some AWP responsibilities for the AWP coordinator, we're going to jump through this.
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ID Responsibility

R-AC-01 Participate in a series of Interactive Planning (IAP) sessions to collaboratively, initially define and then subsequently refine the Path of Construction.  These 
sessions will also facilitate the development of the level 3 base line schedule.

R-AC-02 Support the maintenance of the AWP Master Index. 

R-AC-03 Maintain structure and activity coding of the CWPs, EWPs and PWPs in the schedule.  NOTE:  See AWP-RBP.08 - Project Controls - Scheduling

R-AC-05 Support EWPs oversight to confirm the EWPs align with WBS and support the PoC.  The EWPs are updated on a weekly basis.  EWP boundaries shall be 
identified in the 3D Model.

R-AC-06 Support PWPs oversight to confirm that the PWPs are updated on a weekly basis.  The PWPs are managed in IPMS and the status is used by others including 
project controls. PWPs shall be identified in the 3D model.

R-AC-07 Support efforts ensuring engineering and procurement deliverables per CWP are provided in accordance with the dates detailed in the Level 3 schedule and 
CWP Release Plan.

R-AC-08 If CWP definition changes, confirm that the Level 4 schedule represents a refined set of CWPs. 

R-AC-09 Support the development and management of craft specific IWP templates.

R-AC-10
Support the scoping, sequencing, review and approval of IWPs in PacTrac and related tools and ensure IWPs are consistently "right sized" for an average crew 
working one to two weeks. Develop, maintain and manage logic automation so that alerts for IWPs can be routed to appropriate personnel appropriately 
based upon the current schedule and status of the IWP  in order to minimize rework for the benefit of the client.  

Responsibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
so they're responsible for participating in series interactive planning sessions. We talked about that they're supposed to help define and create the path of construction and work with that one of the main responsibilities, so this responsibility matrix here is a running tally of a lot of the things that we've discussed already, so we're going to go through it and make sure we have covered a lot of these items through the workflow and through the timeline that we've identified through the job description. This detailed job description of an AWP coordinator to understand what the role entails. Support and maintenance of the AWP Master index again they maintain that inner that master index which is a product of the interactive planning sessions, they maintain structure and activity coding for the CWPs, EWPs, and PWPs, so they are responsible for identifying nomenclature and enforcing nomenclature across the project to make sure that it's driven forward through that coding. Support PWPs and oversight to ensure that they are being done in the EWP boundaries are identified within the 3D model, so we're starting to evolve it. Support PWPs that's either procurement, work packages, or procurement work process oversight to confirm that these that the CWP's lineup to PWPs and that we've done  procurement material checked associated with it.Support efforts ensuring engineering and procurement deliverables per CWP are provided. This will help to drive the Level 3 schedule and the release plan. CWP definition changes. They are responsible for getting involved with that and confirm the Level 4 schedule represents that refined set of CWPs. Now what that means is if a CWP changes, of course the level 4 which is IWPs would be affected by the contents of that. So does their responsibility to ensure that any changes are being influenced by the workface planners to change their contents of those different levels of packages.Support the development and management of craft specific IWP templates. So from a procedural point of view, the AWP coordinator is responsible for setting the guidelines for what's contained within an IWP as well as other packages how it's how it's formatted and to ensure that they are all the same via template. That template is owned by the AWP coordinator. And of course there to support scoping, sequencing and removal of IWPs from pack track or any other tracking tool that's being used, making sure that they're the IWPs are right sized and that the IWPs follow proper logic for the project to drive forward the effective use of them and minimize rework for the benefit of the client. So it's extremely important that they ensure that the sequence of events for all the IWP's are actually occurring. So that CWP coordinator is responsible for monitoring and ensuring that's occurring.
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ID Responsibility

R-AC-13 Proactively monitor and control constraints across all work package types including EWP, PWP, and CWP as needed take corrective action to mitigate, 
whether self-performed or by subcontractors.

R-AC-14 Assist in the Development of a risk register with references to specific CWAs, CWPs, EWPs and PWPs on the project as part of the Cost and Schedule Risk 
Analysis process.

R-AC-16 Configure and establish IWP development capability at a tiered level of automation support using the IWP Templates and AWP Platform.

R-AC-17 Help implement an AWP Training Plan

R-AC-18 Ensure the WFP Platform is available to all parties that require access

R-AC-19 Arrange AWP Continual Improvement working sessions to be conducted on a quarterly basis to identify and discuss areas of opportunities to improve the 
AWP process.

Responsibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proactively monitor and control constraints. So they are responsible, not necessarily for all of the monitoring or removal of constraints against multiple work pack types, but they are responsible to ensure that it is actually happening that constraint management is occurring. Assist in the development of the risk register.Attending the risk meetings, attending the clearance of those is extremely important, and ensuring that the risk register follows an AWP methodology as well is the responsibility. Configure an established IWP development capability. When a contractor comes on they need to work with them to provide them with those templates. Remember they own the template as far as what's required and the AWP platform as far as what possibly the automation for the site is going to be. If there's software supported by the by the owner, or if the contractor has sufficient software in place already, that is the responsibility of coordinator to ensure that follows the requirements and that it's templated. And the IWP templates are followed. Help implement an AWP training plan. So they will obviously work with the personnel to ensure that things like AWP University are available to the masses and that they will gain proper training that's required. Ensure the Workface planning platform is available to all parties that require access. That is a very short sentence that means a lot. Very often insight. It's very difficult to transfer information across systems and across Independent Company databases breaking down those barriers and figuring out how the owner is to transfer information Subcontractor, or the subcontractor is to transfer information to their tradespeople, those firewalls and guides, and the delivery of information is also a responsibility to ensure that all parties that require access, get access to whatever the work face planning platform is.That's a big job to ensure that through the delivery of a software platform or a whatever, the workplace platform is that all parties have access to it. Arrange AWP continual improvement working sessions to be conducted. So basically lessons learned sessions, identifying continual improvement for the AWP methodology is utilized by both the employer of the AWP coordinator and the projects themselves. Can you change this or requirements that are that are identified during execution?So that’s really the traffic guard for everything.They are responsible for several deliverables themselves, but more than anything, the AWP coordinator is responsible for ensuring the smooth transition from project stage to project stage or project phase to project phase. Ensuring that AWP is present through the development of the project itself, through the development of projects systems to ensure that they follow the packaging type methodology and the breakdown. So that everybody is going in the same direction. That AWP coordinator is a very busy person and must be involved in most of the aspects of everything of AWP on a project.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right now it's time for the first quiz of this module. in order to take the quiz exit this video, then from your account dashboard click on quiz number one.



Lesson #5

Exam
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Complete

AWP 201
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Module Exam

200 series
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